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ABSTRACT 
We consider the sequence 2n(n - i - pZ,,>, where pzn is the Perron value of 
the Brualdi-Li matrix of order 2n. We prove that the sequence converges, find its 
limit, and show that asymptotically, the sequence is monotonically decreasing. In 
particular, this addresses some problems raised by Friedland and Katz. 
A tournament matrix of order m is a (0,l) matrix M satisfying the 
equation M + M t = J - I, where J is th e a ones matrix. If m is odd, then 11 
the maximum possible Perron value of a tournament matrix M of order m is 
(m - 1)/2, attained when the row sums of M are all equal (see [l]). 
However, if m is even, say m = 271, it is not known which tournament matrix 
of order m maximizes the Perron value. Brualdi and Li [2] conjecture that the 
matrix 
0 1 1 *.* 1 
B,, = [*I, where T = I y p r ::’ : , 
0 0 0 -... 0 
I 
nxn 
is the tournament matrix of order 2n which maximizes the Perron value. 
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The matrix B,, has been dubbed the Bmaldi-Li matrix by Friedland [3], 
who has paid particular attention to the behavior of the Perron value of B,,, 
which we denote by p2,,. Specifically, in [3], Friedland observes that rz - 
+ - 1/4n z pcJn > n - T$ - 1/2n, and in [4], Friedland and Katz raise the 
problem of determining the behavior of the sequence 2n(n - i - pz,). In 
the hope of understanding the conjectured matrix B,, a little better, we deal 
in this note with that sequence; we prove that it converges, find its limit, and 
show that it is asymptotically decreasing. 
Throughout, we will use 1 to represent the all ones vector. If f(n) is a 
function of n, then O(f(n>) will denote a sequence x, such that x,/“(n) is a 
bounded sequence, while o(f(n>> will denote a sequence Y,, such that 
y,/f(n> converges to 0. 
THEOREM 1. Suppose that n 2 2, let B,, be the Brualdi-Li matrix of 
order 2n, and let p2,, be its Perron value. Then 
1 
2P22, - 2(n - l)p,, - (n - 1) = 
[( P2” + l)/P,“12” + 1. 
(1) 
Proof. ht !? be a Perron vector for B,,, partitioned conformally with [I 
the matrix. From The eigenvalue-eigenvector relation, we find that 
Tu + Ttv = Tu + (J - Z - T)v = p2,,u (2) 
and 
(Tt + Z)u + TV = (J - T)u + TV = pznu, (3) 
where T is the tournament matrix of order n whose upper triangle is all ones. 
From (2) and (3), we deduce that T(u - v) = p2n~ - <I - 1)~ = Ju - p2,,o, 
which in turn yields 
u= -(*)u+ ( p2”(:Yp2”)]~* 
Substituting (4) into (3) lead us to the relation 
P2~v=(2p;2”+1)Tv-(p,.(.:%p2~))TZ 
+ 
i I 
& (Pzn - n + 1)1* 
” 
(4 
(5) 
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Next, we multiply both sides of (5) by the matrix I - N, where N is the 
matrix whose first superdiagonal is all ones, and whose other entries are zero. 
This gives the following equations for the entries in u: 
P2n(‘i - ui+l) = 
2P,” + 1 
i 1 lfV ‘i+l - l<i<n-I, P27l P*Jn - Pzn> ’ 
and 
FV 
P2”U” = 
i I - (P2,--n+q. n - P2n 
A straightforward induction proof now shows that for 0 < i < n - I, 
l-),-i pzn + 1 2i p2n - n + 1 -= - 
1"V ( I P2n n - Pen 
- 
We sum (6) over 0 < i < n - I, and obtain 
i 
1 
P,‘“b - P2n) I 
pgn + 1 
i i 
2’ 
-1 
Pen 
. 
I P2n + 1 I 2 -1 
i i 
2n 
pzn+l _1 
P2” 
Pen + 1 
i i 
2 
-1 
P2” 
\ P2” I 
1 - 
i P,““b - P2”> )i 1 
(11 
P2n + 1 2 
-1 
P2* 
P2” + 1 
i I 
2n 
_ 1 
Pzn 
P2n + 1 
i i 
2 
-1 
P2fl 
(6) 
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Upon simplifying this last relation, we find that 
2Pz”, 
1 
- 2(n - l)p,, - (n - 1) = 
[( P2n + WPJ” + 1’ 
as desired. m 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let pzn be as in Theorem 1. Then 2dn - i - pz,> 
converges to (e2 - l)/2(e2 + 1) as n -+ 00. 
Proof. Note that Equation (1) can be rewritten as 
2n(n - + - p2n ) = 2(n - i - P2”T + ; - [( P2” + l);p 
2n 
12n + 1 * 
As is remarked in [3], we have n - i - 1/4n > p2,, 2 n - $ - 1/2n for 
all n > 2. Thus, (n - i - p2,)’ + 0 as n -+ M, while an application of the 
squeeze theorem shows that 
1 1 
-+- as n + 00. 
R P2n + WP2”12” + 1 e2 + 1 
The result now follows. 
REMARK. Friedland and Katz show in [4] that for any n, 
Y$$ < lim inf 2n( n - + - p2,) < lim sup 2n(n - !j - p2n) < $. 
We note that the lower bound g agrees with (e2 - l)/2(e2 + 1) to five 
places. 
In Theorem 2, we will derive some more precise information on the 
sequence 2n(n - d - p2,>. We first require the following. 
LEMMA 1. Let p2,, be as in Theorom 1, and let y = (e2 - l>/(e’ + 1). 
Then 
(*)2’=ez(l+F) +0(s). 
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Proof. From Taylor’s theorem we have 
and since pzn = n - i + 0(1/n), this yields 
2nln i 
P2” + 1 2n n 2n 1 
- =---++ 
P2” 
I - 
P2n Pin 3PS” 
+o 
i 1 n2 
. 
From Corollary 1.1, we have p2,, = n - i - y/4n + 0(1/n), so that 
2n 2n 2n 
-- L+_= 
P2n Pi, 3Ph n - + - y/4n + 0(1/n) 
n 
- [n - + - y/4n + 0(1/n)]’ 
2n 
+ 
3[ n - $ - y/4n + 0( 1/n)13 
2 
= 1 - 1/2n - y/4n2 + 0(1/n”) 
1 
- n[l - 1/2n - y/4n2 + 0(l/n2)12 
2 
+ 
3n2[ 1 - 1/2n - y/4n2 + 0(l/n2)]‘1 
=2(l+$+&+&)-;(l+;) 
2 1 
+&1)+0 7 . 
i i n2 
Simplifying, it now follows that 
3y + 1 
=2+- 
6n’ 
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As a result, 
=“2”“qg +o($)] =eP(l+yJ +o($). n
THEOREM 2. Let pzn be as in Theorem 1. Then 
1 1 Y 
P!2n =n------7 
2 4n n 
i 
Y2 e2(3y + 1) 1 
i6+ 10 +o - 
12(e2 + 1)’ n3 
. 
Proof. Equation (7) yields 
n”( n - + - p2,) = n”( n - ij - pzn)’ 
Consequently, we find that 
1 
i< Pzn + l)/P2”lzn + 1 ’ 
Pzn 
2 1 
= qn - + - p2n)2 + ” - - ; - 
( 2 2 
1 
K Pi?” + WP2”12” + 1 
= fi2(n - $ - p2n)2 + nz -
2 e2: 1 - [( i 
1 
Pzn + WP2,12” + 1 1 
n2 
= n2(n - i - pzn)’ + - 
i 
[( pzn + l)/p2,12” - e2 
2e2 + 2 [( Pzn + WP2,12” + 1 I * 
From Corollary 1.1 we find that n”(n - i - pzn)’ converges to y2/16 a! 
n -S m, while from Lemma 1, it follows that 
n2 [( 
t 
Pzn + WP2J” - e2 
K P2” + WP2n12” + 1 I 
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converges to e2(3y + 1)/6(e2 + 1)’ as n -+ ~0. Thus we see that 
Y2 e2(3y + 1) 
P2n +--+ 16 12(e” + I)2 as n + m, 
and the result now follows. W 
We can now discuss the behavior of the sequence 2n(n - i - pz,,) for 
large values of n. 
COROLLARY 2.1. There is an M such that for n > M, the sequence 
2n(n - i - p2n) decreases monotonically to its limit of (e’ - 1)/2(e” + 1). 
Proof From (71, we have 
2n(n - + - pzn ) = 2(n - k - PJ + ; - [( P2n + l,>, 
In 
12” + 1 
Theorem 2 implies that pzn = n - $ - y/4n + O(l/n3>, and we use this 
to approximate 2n ln[( pzn + 1)/p,,] to terms in l/n3 (using the same 
technique as that in the proof of Lemma 1). This calculation shows that 
2n ln[( p2,, + 1)/p,,] = 2 + (3~ + 1)/6n2 + 0(l/n4), and so as a result 
we have [(pz, + l)/p,,12” - e2 = e2(3y + 1)/6n” + 0(l/n4). Conse- 
quently, we have 
2(” - ; - p2J2 + ; - 
1 
K PZ” + wP2nl”” + 1 
29 1 1 
=-+---- 
437 + 1) 
16n2 2 e2 + 1 t- 6( e2 + 1)n” 
e2(3y + 1) 
12(e2 + 1)” 
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Hence 
which is easily seen to be a decreasing sequence for sufficiently large n. n 
Based on the above corollary, we make the following conjecture, and 
remark that it is supported by computations for n < 50. 
CONJECTURE. 2n(n - i - pz,> is monotonically decreasing for all n. 
The author would like to express his gratitude to Doug Farenick and 
Michael Neumann for helpf 1 u consemations while this work was in progress. 
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